Modeling growth of organized nanoporous structures by anodic oxidation.
Nanostructured porous oxides are produced by anodic dissolution of several metals. A scaling approach is introduced to explain pattern nucleation in an oxide layer, and a related microscopic model shows oxide growth with long nanopores. The scaling approach matches the time of ion transport across the thin oxide layer, which is related to metal corrosion, and the time of diffusion along the oxide/solution (OS) interface, which represents the extension of oxide dissolution. The selected pattern size is of order (dD(S)/v(O))(1/2), where d is the oxide thickness, v(O) is the migration velocity of oxygen ions across the oxide, and D(s) is the diffusion coefficient of H(+) ions along the oxide/solution interface. This result is consistent with available experimental data for those quantities, predicts the increase of pore size with the external voltage, and suggests the independence of pore size with the solution pH. Subsequently, we propose a microscopic model that expresses the main physicochemical processes as a set of characteristic lengths for diffusion and surface relaxation. It shows a randomly perturbed OS interface at short times, its evolution to pore nucleation and to stable growth of very long pores, in agreement with the mechanistic scenario suggested by two experimental groups. The decrease of the size of the walls between the pores with the interface tension is consistent with arguments for formation of titania nanotube arrays instead of nanopores. These models show that pattern nucleation and growth depend on matching a small number of physicochemical parameters, which is probably the reason for the production of nanostructured porous oxides from various materials under suitable electrochemical conditions.